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““Successful people ask better questions, and
as a result, they get better answers.”
– Tony Robbins

“Ideas Are Easy, Implementation Is Hard”
- Guy Kawasaki

Congratulations on your decision to
move from Ideas… to Implementation!

Benjamin Franklin learned early the value of education and the importance of
personal virtue.
As a young man, Franklin’s character evolved as he set out to improve himself and
the world around him. At the age of twenty-seven, Franklin composed a list of
thirteen virtues for living well.
He carried the list in his pocket for many years.
But far more important than making or carrying the list of virtues, Franklin
constructed a PLAN to implement them.
He focused on one of the virtues each week, and over the course of a year he would
have intentionally focused on each virtue a total of four times…

But our world moves more quickly – and you want to see the positive results and
impact that these ideas can have on your team - so this implementation guide for
The 10 Commandments of Winning Teammates provides you with charts and
strategies to implement them successfully over a short period of time.

You and your team may choose to use either of the three effective methods that are
shared with printable charts in these pages…

Implementation Possibilities to
Consider for You and Your Team:
Option 1 –
Focus on implementing all 10 commandments each day

Option 2 –
Focus on implementing a single commandment each day for 10 days
(this would require a 2 week cycle for completion)

Option 3 –
Focus on implementing two commandments each day for 5 days
(this would require a single week for completion)

Simply print our copies of the provided charts for yourself and/or the people
on your team, and make more copies as often as you need them…

1. The Daily Application of All Commandments
(all 10 to be applied by the end of each day)
COMMANDMENT
remember to have fun
and remain positive
always give and
request clear
expectations
frequently share
appreciation and
thanks
continue to grow and
stay coachable
be aware of and
encourage others
do more than is
expected with
enthusiasm
respect the clock and
the calendar
know your role and
contribute your
strengths
prioritize team goals
ahead of personal
gains
claim personal
responsibility for
results

WHAT DID YOU DO TO LIVE OUT THIS COMMANDMENT
DURING YOUR DAY TODAY?

2. The Daily Application of Individual Commandments
(all 10 to be applied over a two week period)

COMMANDMENT

DAY
1

remember to have fun
and remain positive

2
always give and
request clear
expectations
3
frequently share
appreciation and
thanks
4
continue to grow and
stay coachable

5
be aware of and
encourage others

WHAT DID YOU DO TO LIVE OUT THE COMMANDMENT
DURING YOUR DAY TODAY?

2. The Daily Application of Individual Commandments
(all 10 to be applied over a two week period)

COMMANDMENT

DAY
6

do more than is
expected with
enthusiasm
7
respect the clock and
the calendar

8
know your role and
contribute your
strengths
9
prioritize team goals
ahead of personal
gains
10
claim personal
responsibility for
results

WHAT DID YOU DO TO LIVE OUT THE COMMANDMENT
DURING YOUR DAY TODAY?

3. The Daily Application of Two Commandments
(all 10 to be applied over a one week period)
DAY

COMMANDMENT

1

remember to have
fun and remain
positive
always give and
request clear
expectations

2

frequently share
appreciation and
thanks
continue to grow and
stay coachable

3
be aware of and
encourage others
do more than is
expected with
enthusiasm
4
respect the clock
and the calendar
know your role and
contribute your
strengths
5

prioritize team goals
ahead of personal
gains
claim personal
responsibility for
results

WHAT DID YOU DO TO LIVE OUT THIS COMMANDMENT
DURING YOUR DAY TODAY?

“Repetition is the Key to Learning”
- John Wooden
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